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Abstract: "The country music is for those who know how to listen." - William Shakespeare.
Water is one of the most important components in natural landscapes and occupies an important 
position in the design or creation of green spaces, especially parks. Top major aquifers serve as a 
basis for the creation of an urban target and contribute to the organization of various compositions in 
the system of urban greenery. Rivers, lakes, all this enriches the landscape making it particularly 
versatile and picturesque combined with vegetation. The formation of compositions park water mirror 
separates as one of the leading details. Composition importance of water surfaces is so high that in 
the absence of natural water mirror is necessary to examine the possibility of construction of artificial 
lakes and reservoirs and fountains. Water surface is irresistibly appealing decoration of any garden, 
and is one of the most important natural components. The water like no other element in the garden, 
imports in the space particularly attractive changes that reflect the environment, sounds and 
movements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
“The rule of nature is smugly interpreted as an adequate substitute for governing 
themselves.” - Rejnhold Nejbur. 
Water in nature is of great importance to its surroundings and is one of the main factors in 
the implementation of landscape design. 
Regardless of the size of the water surface, they enrich any space giving it freshness and 
liveliness with its overflow, spraying and purity with the clear and translucent appearance. 
The major physical property of water is its flexibility, in other words, the possibility as a 
material to fit into any shape.  
Water is one of the richest natural elements in the decoration of gardens and parks with the 
possibility of creating different details in the various forms of life gives special expression of 
elevated green colour. 
The elements of water affect the microclimate, reducing the air temperature and increasing 
its humidity which is especially important for southern ends where it is used for recreation 
and sport, and ultimately important is the aesthetic value of water. 
 Applying the water as an element of artistic decoration of the park it is necessary to highlight 
all its natural properties. All this shows that it is necessary, if possible, to highlight the water 
surface in order to achieve maximum aesthetic and spatial effect and provide attractive  and 
comfortable space for guests. 
Large bodies of water have great importance as factors for improving the micro climate and 
the land that surrounds them. It is creating favorable living conditions for many plant species, 
by improving their growth and development. 
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Figure 1. Water surface – Ocean  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Water surface in the park 
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Analyzing the use of the elements of water through history, we can conclude that its role is 
invaluable in the overall pictorial construction of any park even the smallest green areas, 
starting from the use of water from Egypt and Mesopotamia where water is used by a flood, 
then Persia occurrence of shallow pools, to the present day where the water is used rather 
freely can be called a trend in each park area. 
Water for centuries attracted people to its shores create neighborhoods and it also had an 
important role in agricultural development and urban image of the city. The process of 
urbanization in many parts of the world was focused on river valleys. So many world cities 
have been established on the banks of major rivers. 
 
2. EXPOSE 
 
Water has several physical properties that influence the method of use in landscape 
architecture. Movement: by virtue of its water movement can be divided into two categories: 
static (peace still) or dynamic (moving variable) water body sound: when on the move or 
sharply hit a fixed object or surface and reflection: significant characteristic of the water and 
its ability to maintain the surrounding landscape. In calm water static state can function as a 
mirror depicting the layout so its environment (land vegetation buildings sky people) on a flat 
base. After emergence and importance of water and increased water elements can be 
divided into two groups: 
I. Natural - seas, lakes, rivers, streams, waterfalls, etc. 
- Sea - with its large water surface, it is participating in city planning as an important 
factor. Often along the sea levitating large park areas when the sea as a natural resource 
was allocated to its composition. Designing paths and plateaus letnikovec tied to the claim in 
the composition at any point of the visitors open-minded towards the seashore and lead to 
the shore as we felt that we would have enjoyed the games of the waves. 
- Rivers - are an important factor in the life of the city is not only the workers' 
organizations populated areas, transportation and utility equipment like him and as an 
element of the urban landscape that can be enriched to make interesting and human. 
- Streams - flows may well be used in various parks. Each river flow regardless of its 
size and an organic component such as heavily influenced by acting directly on the 
environment. That it might be fulfilled numerous functions which have small water courses is 
necessary their denaturalizacija-wide hydrological network of the city. 
II. Artificial - artificial lakes small reservoirs cascades fountains pools, dams and other. 
 In the composition of green areas can participate as natural and artificial water 
bodies and water elements. The project of green areas can include natural water courses 
where natural conditions permit. 
- Lakes - large bodies of water may be used for bathing water sports and fishing. Small 
bodies of water allow the organization Biography composition. Natural and artificial lakes 
formed in the park are the most beautiful detail and often achieve a dominant composition. 
Despite numerous purposes and use of the water surface and create opportunities for 
creating their coastal vegetation. 
- Fountains - one of the most common elements formed with water fountains which are 
also the important element of free urban spaces parks and squares. When it comes to the 
fountains their compositional significance is great and especially its relation to surrounding 
buildings and its position in its space. Placed in central perspective space in front of the 
object axis of spatial vision or symmetric angle cross or pedestrian traffic flow. 
- Swimming pools - as spatial element may be located within the city area of squares 
and other places. The relatively flat and free areas of scenic elements are parts of space 
with low elevations. They may be of different shapes and sizes and different purposes. 
Usually with a decorative character they can have decorative or sculptural elements. 
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Figure 3. Water area – Lake 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Water area – Pool 
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- Waterfalls and Cascades - water that falls is another form of water in the landscape 
and emerges in the form: waterfalls and cascades that are created only by the presence of 
strong relief, and major water sources. Locating these elements is determined by technical 
possibilities. 
-    Dams - water barrier through which he screwed down over, creating another 
reservoir or lake. 
One of the main factors in aquatic areas is shaping vegetation and also represents a major 
challenge for the designer. Water surfaces when rich plants become even more interesting 
and attractive. 
Particularly significant is the question of the composition of green plantings in the landscape 
around the water surfaces that extracts three basic principles: 
1. Creating dense coastal arrays (arrays that are located on the perimeter of the water 
mirrors constrained and closed area concealing the characteristics of the relief. The water 
surfaces in a given case are perceived deeper for creating the effect of different ranges that 
intersect in the eyes includes facilities). 
2. Creating the background (the breakdown of coastal zones is the most complex form 
of the composition which forms the direction of sight more planned construction illusion of 
increasing the depth of the space and the size of the water mirrors. Arrays and groups find 
beg parallel line which forms a range of perspectives letnikovci reviewed from the coastal 
cliffs or bridges or other prominent places on the water surface). 
3. Creating fields (fields can be broad and narrow to cross the coastal range. They 
should be observed clean-covered meadow vegetation flowers individually spaced or in 
groups or be offset with massif). 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Water area, where special emphasis vegetation 
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For successful implementation of the natural lake it is very important to know the species 
and their natural features and to provide approximate natural conditions for cultivation. 
Maintenance – With the arrival of the winter, in different aquifers varies depending on their 
size, materials that are built and functioning technology. So there are aquifers that would be 
damaged if they stay full, while other if empty. 
Elements floating water is not as problematic as for wintering than those where water is 
static. 
Those aquifers which are grown vegetation necessarily need to be cleared. When you need 
to empty a water element that has vegetation can act in two ways. If the plants are planted in 
containers can be transferred to a protected place (basement or garage) where it will remain 
until spring. Secondly, at the same time, the only possible way when the plants are planted 
directly into the bottom, is a textile or mulching layer of organic material (straw, sawdust, 
etc.). Before the spring comes, mulched are removed, and it is best to do this in the period 
before the pool to fill with water. 
Ornamental ponds where the bottom is compacted gravel or clay, do not require emptying 
before the winter, since they cannot come popping the bottom pressure of the ice. 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
  
Because of the dominant character of water and its ability to subordinate all other elements 
in the garden, best small spaces to be used in the form of fountains and pools with smaller 
size and simple shapes. 
Water elements form only the central content, and the water surface creates a distance - 
background on the perception of the landscape in the park. 
Peninsulas and islands enrich the landscape water areas, forming scenes (sets) and closed 
perspective. They enhance the depth of space planning and create more paintings. 
Water has always had, has and will have great importance in the life of man, is due to basic 
physical needs or aesthetic element. It will always remain an element without which life 
cannot be imagined. 
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